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Explore the local shops

Your neighbourhood stores have plethora 

of items, explore the range of items 

while being safe at home. Also, mark 

your favourite stores.
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Total Grocery Market Share in India: US$ 10.5 billion

90%
Kirana Stores

8-9%
Large Stores

1-2%
E-Commerce

There are more than 
12 million Kirana stores 
across India serving every 

nook and corner of the country

Kirana stores have 
become lifeline of the 
country during lockdown

Significant change in 
customer behaviour post 
lockdown

Operated by 1 or 
2 people only unlike

organised stores 

Walkable distance
 from home

No long queues
&

Fast billing

Staying indoors
cooking & working

from home

Concerened about 
Personal Safety

Digital will be the new 
mainline

Prefer contactless
transactions over cash

Store hygeine and 
staff health is critical

PRE COVID

DURING COVID

POST COVID

01 | SECONDARY RESEARCH



02 | PRIMARY RESEARCH Onsite Observation
Unstructured Interviews 

7 users, 2 store owners

DURING COVID
•Government has provided numbers for online 

deliveries but quality of items is doubtful

•Only one or two people are allowed at the store 

while all others wait in line outside.

•Shops open only for a limited time.

•Street vendors of chaat and momos, everyone has 

started selling vegetables door to door.

•Shops have tied ropes to prevent people from 

coming.

•Kirana stores are not getting enough supplies too. 

•People don't know what is available and what is 

not

•Shopkeepers taking orders on WhatsApp find it 

difficult to track the orders 

•Sell items a very high price due to the huge 

demand especially on loose items

POST-COVID
•Scared to purchase grocery like how they used to

•Hope they would rather get it delivered to them

•Will keep their grocery outside in the sun for natural 

sanitisation

•Would prefer to place orders on whatsapp or 

online

•Prefer to forming lines outside store and wait for turn

•Getting neighbour’s items too to reduce crowds and 

exposure(Social cooperation)

•Prefer to shop from clean shops with high hygiene 

standards

•Stressful experience at the store-  need to purchase 

quickly so that others get chance

PRE- COVID
•Makes a purchase at least every 4 days if not daily

•The short walk to kirana is a break from the obvious 

and monotonous

•Customers have an emotional connect with the 

shopkeeper, know their families and hence indulge in 

a small chit-chat while purchasing.

•High customer trust ratio

•Skeptical about using digital payment and small 

kirana stores do not provide that option

•Bring their own bag and takes 2 wheeler or walks 

to the shop.

•If an item is not available, the shopkeeper get its 

for the customer when he gets his supplies

•Returning/ getting refund /replacement is much 

easier and trusted.

•Get things for their neighbours too if they are going 

as a community help

•Customers prefer kiranas due to loyalty and 

convenience, thoughprice is a little higher



SHOP OWNER CUSTOMER

During covid concerns

Customer trust

About Prakash

Social

I want my customers to be happy with my service. There are new
rules related to shop timings in covid, which I follow. I find it
difficulty to manage crowd at once especially in the evening.

ACTIVE FRIENDLY

TRADITIONAL

Mobile / Tablet 74%

Social Media 37%

It / Internet 69%

Rules and policies of government
Fear of exposure
Getting enough supplies safely and maintaining
business
Understanding the customer requirements
Revised timings
Managing crowd with social distancing

He is also the cashier cum Manager
Builds good relationship with his customers
Knows his regular customers and their
preferences
Suggests new options to customers
Generally keeps the most trusted and popular
brands in store

Frustrations

Popularly called as Prakash bhaiya
43 years old Kirana store owner  
Two helpers to assist in weighing and packaging
Sweet spoken and Punctual
Opens the store at 8 am, closes at 9 pm. with a
lunch break from 2-3.30pm

Keep the Kirana store organised and clean
Serving during peak hours 
Being unable to manage the crowd
When the helpers are slow or commit mistakes
Maintaining the balance for customers who want
to pay later

During covid concerns

Shopping habits

About Anita

Social

“I want my family to be healthy and happy. Things have changed a
lot since covid and I have to be extra conscious about it, especially
when buying things from outside.”

TALKATIVE ORGANISED

TRADITIONAL

Mobile / Tablet 55%

Social Media 38%

It / Internet 69%

Hygiene and Health
Fear of Exposure
Being alert and conscious all the time
Cant be mindless about anything
Touch of unknown surfaces
Social distancing
Revised shop timings

Payment with cash
Carries her own tote bag 
Makes a paper wish list and carries it while going
for shopping
Shops once in 2-3 days from the nearby Kirana
store which sums to 150-500 rs approx.

Frustrations

Anita Sharma is a 36 year old housewife  living in
a housing colony in Gorakhpur, UP. She has two
kids aged 6 and 11. She is concerned about her
family health and likes to keep her buying
preferences healthy and cost- efective.

Brand preferences

Popularity of a brand among her friends and
family

suggestions from neighbours or Kirana shop
owners 

Advertisements on TV, magazines and
newspapers

Quality and cost of products
Maintaining the budget
Family health
No delivery from nearby shops
Clean and sanitize everything when bought from
store
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05 | INSIGHTS & OPPORTUNITEIS

06 | THE DESIGN BRIEF

OPPORTUNITIES
•Though this is a chance for people to go out, it is a bad experience.

•Parking is easy, coz there is no usual crowd

•Post purchase experience is cognitively exhausting

•People prefer kirana now over supermarkets - don't have to go inside

•Quarantining items before storage is a burden.

•People prefer vehicle instead of walking to save time and less exposure 

•Put the clothes in wash everytime you change it.

•Items without MRP sold at a cmparatively high price

•Wash the bag, wash the mask

•Lack of proper information

•Choosing the one - store, which is close, having everything, less crowd

•Payment is a pain point due to the mode of payment/ getting loose change

•Recollecting items - get distracted and forget

•Not comfortable to take a look at the list everytime in public

•People are stocking up - to reduce the number of times to go out.

•Low tech popu. : Pain point downloading, signing up, etc.

•Earlier it was a usual routine, now it is more of a burden

INSIGHTS
•Crowd management outside store

•Recollecting items at the store

•Make kirana more visually appealing (Brand Strategy)

•Kirana stores being hotspots of education and distribution of food to poor

•Info/ education on how to handle the purchased items for disinfection

•Get daily groceries without any exposure

•Delivery of items at doorstep to avoid going out

•Post-purchase Segregation and Storage

•Last mile delivery

•Payment Experience

•Managing small loose cash/ change

•Credit system

•Assurance of not contacting disease through journey plan

•Credit System

•Transparency in prices and item details

•Just in time information about the nearest store/ crowd/ items available 

•Deciding items and maintaining list for quick purchase

To design a service to connect neighbourhood stores with their customers 
for contactless shopping in the post-covid scenario in Tier II cities.



Set location

Select your preferred language

English Hindi Other

Use current location

Skip

Explore the local shops

Your neighbourhood stores have plethora 

of items, explore the range of items while 

being safe at home. Also, mark your 

favourite stores.

Skip

Maintain your shopping list and repeat 

the frequent orders to avoid the hassle 

of ordering again from scratch

Frequently bought items

Skip

Pick up at suggested time at the same 

day of order to avoid waiting in lines and 

crowds at store

Safe Pick-up

First time user is asked for 
their preferred language 
and location. They can edit 
these later in app too

Onboarding screens 
explain the feature of the 
app.



Phone number

760 xxx xxx

OTP

Sign in Resend OTP

Delivery

Opt for same day delivery at your 

convenience. We take extra care to make 

sure the shops follow health guidelines

Skip

Wallet

Use our wallet feature to recharge yourself 

or at stores to avoid paying in cash at 

different shops. No change hassle now.

Skip

Onboarding screens 
explain the feature of the 
app.

Easy sign up using phone number
and otp



Wallet

Rs. 450

Recharge online

View transactions

Recharge at shop

1.5 km

Sriram Stores

ABC Stores

Srm Stores

10:00 am - 5:00 pm

9:00 am - 5:00 pm

9:00 am - 5:00 pm

6/10 items available

200 m

750 m

Shop by categories

Shops around you Delivery Self Pickup

My Frequent 
items

Fruits &
Vegatbles

Grains & 
Flours

Oil & 
Masala

Wallet ProfileHome

Rail Vihar colony

20+ 10

20+ 10

Hello Neha

7607124368

Language

Past orders

Refer a friend

Logout

Profile

Rail vihar - 2Delivery address

User can recharge his wallet 
at the shop or own his own so as
to avoid the hassle of cash 
transactions and change problem.

Wallet could be used for payment
at multiple shops

Home screen shows category of
items as well as shop lists nearby
with your favourite shops listed
on top. Also, explore favourite 
items directly.

Shop timings and ratings are also
displayed

Profile can be explored to set
language and explore past 
purchases



When user clicks on any shop in 
home screen, details of shop are 
shown as well the items available.
User can also call the shop directly

User can choose items from one and
place order directly or keep on exploring 
other shops.

Items chosen from particular shop 
will be displayed on top.



Selecting any item category 
from the home screen will show 
all the items along with their 
prices and quantities

After adding items user can go to 
explore shops to buy the selected 
items. 
App will display the items avail-
able in shops and their timings

Choosing one store, user can see 
what items from his selection are 
available and what aren’t.

When one store is selected, list is 
refreshed and store with remain
ing items are listed to chose from



Confirm and Pay

Place order

Rs. 430

ABC Shop

More shops

Rice Rs. 50Kg1

Daal Rs. 50Kg2

Shakti Atta Rs. 300Kg5

Amul milk packet

Change to self pickup

Change to self pickup

5.00 pm

5.00 pm

5.30 pm 6.00 pm

Rs. 30lt1

Rail vihar - 2Delivery address

4 items

Rs. 175

Jindal Shop

Potato Rs. 50Kg1

Tomato Rs. 50Kg2

Grapes Rs. 75Gm500

3 items

Delivery

Delivery

Today

6.30 pm 7.00 pm5.00 pmToday

Pay with wallet

Rs. 450

Bhim UPI

Cash

Paytm

Payment Order confirmation

ABC Shop

Pick Up today 6.00 pm

Your orders are confirmed and are being packed!

We advice you to wear masks while 
going out. We have sanitisers at store 

for your hygiene. Stay safe!

Cancel

Order confirmation

ABC Shop

Jindal Shop

Delivery today 5.00 pm Cancel

CancelDelivery today 6.00 pm

We take care of your deliveries. We 
sanitise the packets and maintain 

cleanliness according to the guidelines!

Your orders are confirmed and on the way!

While placing order, user will be
shown the best timeslot available 
for pickup or delivery. He can
choose according to his convenience.

Different payment options are 
shown.

Confirmation of orders shown.Confirmation of orders shown.
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